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Deity Double++ GDD 
Introduction: 

Caliginous is a 3rd person, isometric, action strategy game in which the Shadow Sovereign, Archbane, 

battles against an ancient holy army, The Light of Old, in order to regain his full strength to shroud the 

world in everlasting darkness. 

Game Mechanics: 

Basic Movement & Targeting / Attacking: 

The way the game works is that the players control their character by clicking with the right mouse 

button to a target location. The character will then move to the location on the map, and the camera is 

locked on the character at all times. If the player clicks on a new location at any time, the character will 

move to that new location.  

If a player right clicks an enemy, the player automatically attacks that target, provided the player is 

within 1 tile space away from the enemy (in accordance with a 1x1 tile space). If the player is not within 

range, but has selected an attack target, then the player character moves within range and then begins 

attacking the enemy target.  

Similarly, if a player right clicks an object (say a door), the player then interacts with that object (i.e. – 

the door opens). If the player is not in range to interact with the targeted object, then the player moves 

within range (1 tile space in accordance with a 1x1 tile space), then the player character moves within 

range and then interacts with the object. 

Player Abilities: 

Players will accumulate abilities over the course of the game. At specific points with the game, the 

player will be allowed to choose 1 of 3 abilities that they keep for the entirety of the game. The player 

will have approximately 5 abilities by the end of the game. Players may use abilities at the cost of Woe 

(aka. - Mana), and abilities cost different amounts of Woe. Provided the player has enough Woe to use a 

given ability, the player may use any given ability freely unless the player is stunned, silenced, or 

incapacitated in some way. The specific abilities are as follows: 

 

- Shadow Rift 

 

o Cost: 10 Woe 

 

 Archbane creates a rift through time and space, teleporting him from one point 

to another instantly. However, barriers infused with holy light may prevent 

passing through objects. 
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 If the player uses Shadow Rift, the player will travel 8 spaces (in accordance with 

a 1x1 tile space) in a linear path in the direction that the character is currently 

facing. If the player were to collide with an object or enemy, the player is able to 

by-pass all objects or enemies along the path, provided there are enough tile 

spaces within the 8 space limit. If there are not enough spaces, the player will 

be placed directly in front of the object or enemy instead. If a barrier, such as a 

door, is infused with holy light, then the player cannot travel through the door 

using Shadow Rift, and is placed in front of the barrier instead. 

- Strife 

 

o Cost: 30 Woe 

 

 Archbane infects in minds of two enemy targets, causing the enemies to ignore 

Archbane and attack each other instead. Lasts 10 seconds. 

 

 The range of Strife is only affected by what the player can see on the screen. If 

the enemies are still alive after the 10 seconds, then they proceed with their 

original path (or return to their original position if no path is associated with 

that enemy). If two enemies were traveling along a path, engage to attack the 

player, become affected by Strife, and still survive, the enemies then check to 

see if the player is within their field of view. If the player is their field of view, 

then the enemies re-engage to attack the player. If the player is not, the 

enemies continue along their original path. 

 

- Shroud of Shadows 

 

o Cost: 70 Woe 

 

 A cloak of darkness falls over Archbane, making him immune to all damage, 

stun, silence, and incapacitating effects, and heals Archbane for 15% of his total 

health. Archbane is unable to use other abilities for the duration of Shroud of 

Shadows. Lasts 6 seconds. 

 

 Shroud of Shadows is intended to make the player completely invulnerable to 

any negative effects they would normally experience. The 15% health is 

gradually gained over the 6 seconds, gaining 2.5% health per second. The total 

amount of health gained from Shroud of Shadows never exceeds the maximum 

amount of health the player has. (Example: A player with a maximum health 

pool of 100, and is currently at 90 health, never magically has 105 health after 

using this ability). 
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- Shadow Wake 

 

o Cost: 40 Woe 

 

 Archbane summons the flames of shadow, creating a blazing bridge of shadow 

in front of him. While standing on Shadow Wake, Archbane is unaffected by 

traps and holy light, while knocking back any enemies that lay in its path. 

Additionally, if holy light exists on the ground or object, and Shadow Wake hits 

it, Shadow Wake removes and replaces the holy light. Shadow Wake may also 

act as a temporary bridge in certain instances. Lasts 10 seconds. 

 

 Shadow Wake’s intention is to act as a linear safety, counter ability, and 

traveling ability, depending how the player uses it. The range of Shadow Wake is 

8 spaces long and 2 spaces wide (1x1 tile space) in a linear direction depending 

on which way the player is facing. A visual of shadowy flames will appear as it 

travels over each time, and a shadow-flame will remain on the tile for the 

duration of the effect. This is to indicate to the player what spaces on the 

ground are under the effect of Shadow Wake. 

 

 If a player is standing in a tile affected by Shadow Wake, any enemy units 

chasing the player will be unable to enter the affected area for the duration. 

Additionally, if any tile-triggered traps are under the effect of Shadow Wake, 

they are ignored and do not activate if the player were to walk over it. 

 

 In the instance that there is an open space between two platforms, and another 

ability, such as Shadow Rift, would be capable of jumping the gap, Shadow 

Wake is capable of being used, and acts as bridge for the player to travel over 

during the duration of Shadow Wake. 

 

- Dark Emissary 

 

o Cost 50 Woe 

 

 Archbane splits his soul, creating and controlling an illusionary self for a short 

period of time. While the illusion is unable to use any other abilities, if it comes in 

contact with an enemy, the illusion explodes, dealing damage to all nearby 

enemies. Lasts 10 seconds. 

 

 When Dark Emissary is used, the camera switches to follow the clone for the 

duration of the effect. All other abilities are disabled during this period of time. 

The controls of the illusion remain the same as the original character. The 

original character is unable to move during the duration of Dark Emissary. If the 
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original character is getting attacked, the screen will still flash red to indicate to 

the player they are under attack. 

 

- Wicked Ritual 

 

o Cost: 15 Woe 

 

 Calling upon the darkness within, Archbane creates an ancient Ritual on the 

ground. If Archbane moves onto a Ritual, and if another Ritual exists within a 

nearby location, Archbane will teleport to that location. Rituals are destroyed on 

use or after 1 minute. 

 

 If two Rituals are involved with the teleportation process, (i.e. – I use rituals 1 & 

2) both are destroyed. The radius of each ritual is 8 tile spaces. If the radii of the 

rituals overlap, then the player is able to teleport the other ritual. In the event 

that multiple rituals overlap, the player will receive a special selection where the 

player can select which ritual they would like to teleport to. 

 

 If rituals are created under the effect of Dusk Rush, the radius of the ritual is 

increased for the entirely of the lifespan of the ritual, and does not revert back 

to 8 tile spaces after Dusk Rush has faded. Newly created rituals after Dusk Rush 

has faded resorts back to default stats. What this means is it is entirely possible 

to have 2 or more rituals with any combination of 8 or 16 radii existing at the 

same time. 

 

- Oblivion 

 

o Costs: 100 Woe 

 

 Archbane enters a shadow realm, freezing time in place with the exception of 

Archbane. Lasts 5 seconds. 

 

 In the event that player by passing enemies during the effect of Oblivion, 

enemies ignore any sense of aggression towards the player. Once the player is 

out of an Oblivion state, enemies attack again, provided the player is within line 

of sight. 
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- Ravaging Souls 

 

o Cost:  0 Woe 

 

 Archbane feeds on the sorrow around him, increasing his Health and Woe 

regeneration rate to increase by 200%. Additionally, Archbane’s movement and 

physical attack speed is increased by 25%. Lasts 15 seconds. This ability cannot 

be used more than once every 45 seconds.ds his enemies. 

 

 

- *Dusk Rush 

 

o Cost: 0 Woe 

 

 Archbane infuses himself with shadow energy, increasing the effectiveness of all 

other abilities by 15%. Abilities cost no Woe during the duration of Dusk Rush. All 

Woe is consumed at the end of this effect. Lasts 10 seconds. 

 

- Sinister Vigor 

 

o Cost: 50 Woe 

 

 Archbane harnesses sinister forces around him, infusing himself with unnatural 

power. The effectiveness of the next ability used is increased by 100%. 

 

- Anguish 

 

o Cost: 30 Woe 

 

 Archbane creates a giant circle of despair, forcing all enemies who come in 

contact with the void to be pulled down into the abyss for an eternity. Lasts 3 

seconds.   

- Agony 

 

o Cost: 20 Woe 

 

 Archbane begins to pulse out waves of dark energy, causing bursts damage to all 

enemies nearby over the duration of Agony. Lasts 10 seconds. 
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- Nightmare 

 

o Cost:  15 

 

 Archbane becomes rabid, and while ignoring earthly limitations, charges at an 

object or enemy. 

 

Game Resources: 

Basic Player Statistics: 

- Health 

 

o Health determines the survivability rate of the player. The player by default will start 

with 100 Health. The player loses health from enemies and specific traps. By default, 

Health regenerates at a rate of 3 Health per second. Health is also fully restored 

whenever a player arrives at a checkpoint for the very first time. In the event that a 

player’s Health is reduced to 0, the player loses, and restarts at either their last 

checkpoint or may load saved data.  

 

 

- Woe 

 

o Woe is the energy source that drives the use of the player’s abilities. Woe can be 

equated to the Mana stat from other games. The player starts the game with 100 Woe. 

Each time the player uses a specific ability, the amount of Woe is reduced based on the 

cost of the ability. Woe naturally regenerates at 3 Woe per second. Players can instantly 

regain large sums of Woe by defeating enemies or completing obstacles. Woe is also 

restored at a Woe Well, which increases the natural rate of regeneration by 500% as 

long as the player is in contact with the Woe Well. 

 

Advanced Player Statistics: 

- Explanation & Example - 

Advanced player statistics are broken down into three categories: Pain, Suffering, and Torment. These 

categories can be roughly thought of as talent trees for basic stats. These Advanced Stats are presented 

to the player during levels when players are not given new abilities to choose from. Just like abilities, 

these statistical categories are presented to the player to choose 1 of 3, which will affect the way they 

play the game. Unlike a traditional talent tree, the order of what benefits for each tree is pre-
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determined. The only choice the player will ever make is what Advanced Stat they want from what tree, 

not what multiple stats they want from a single tree. As an example: 

Example: 

Tree A gives more Health.  

Tree B gives more Woe.  

Tree C gives more Damage. 

 

The player is asked to choose one of the following at the end of a level: 

A – Increase your total Health by 1%. 

B – Increase your total Woe by 1%. 

C – Increase your total damage by 1%. 

 

Assume that the player chooses A. The next time the player is presented with Adv. Stats choices, they 

will be asked to choose from: 

 

A – Increase your total Health by 5%. 

B – Increase your total Woe by 1%. 

C – Increase your total damage by 1%. 

 

If the player chooses selection A again, then the player would have increased their total Health by 6% 

(1% + 5%) over the course of the game. If the player chooses B, then the player would have increased 

their total Health and Woe by 1% each over the course of the game instead. 

- Specific Trees & Upgrades - 

- Pain 

o The Pain tree is intended to increase the player’s physical auto-attack damage and 

capabilities. This tree is designed for those players who are looking to charge into 

battles and shred someone’s face off with their bare hands. There are 4 possible 

upgrades for the Pain tree. They are the following: 
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 Tier 1: Increase physical attack Damage by 5%. 

 Tier 2: Physical attacks now deals damage to an additional nearby target. 

 Tier 3: Physical attacks swing an additional 2 times per attack. 

 Tier 4: Physical attacks now ignore invulnerability effects. 

 

 

- Suffering 

 

o The Suffering tree is intended to increase the player’s ability to survive attacks and 

traps. This tree is designed for those players who want to be tank-like, and be able to 

take a beating. There are 4 possible upgrades for the Suffering tree. They are the 

following: 

 

 Tier 1: Increase your maximum Health by 5%. 

 Tier 2: Reduce damage taken by 15%. 

 Tier 3: Reduce the chances of triggering a trap by 50%. 

 Tier 4: If your Health is reduced to 0, you are instantly healed to 50% of your 

total health. Can only occur once every 5 min. 

 

- Torment 

 

o The Torment tree is intended to improve Woe and the Abilities of the player. This tree is 

designed for those players who want to use their abilities more frequently and with a 

greater potency. There are 4 possible upgrades for the Torment tree. They are the 

following: 

 

 Tier 1: Increase your maximum Woe by 25%. 

 Tier 2: Abilities used have a chance to refund 20% Woe used. 

 Tier 3: Reduce the Woe cost of your abilities by 50%. 

 Tier 4: Increase the effectiveness of your abilities by 5%. 

 

 


